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Petition

1. This Petition is brought by AT&T Canada Corp. (AT&T Canada/ATTC).

2. The Petitioner hereby petitions1 the Governor in Council to modify the portions of the

Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission's Telecom

Decision 2002-34, Regulatory Framework for the Second Price Cap Period dated

30 May 2002 (the Decision) which relate to the pricing of the services telephone

company competitors ('competitors') purchase from the former monopoly telephone

companies ('incumbents'/'telephone companies'/'former monopolies').  We are asking the

Governor in Council to endorse the principle that the telephone companies should price

such services on a "competitively neutral" basis and to direct the CRTC to take specific

steps to carry that principle into effect.  Unless the Governor in Council intervenes, it is

doubtful whether a significant competitive alternative to the telephone companies will

survive and prosper.  Such an outcome would constitute a major reversal for the pro-

competitive policies that the Government has pursued since 1992.

3. The Governor in Council has intervened on this issue before, but the Decision ignores the

previous pronouncement.  In June of 2000, then Minister of Industry John Manley spoke

on behalf of the Government when Cabinet dismissed appeals brought by AT&T Canada

and other competitors against CRTC decisions concerning costs borne by competitors to

access the incumbent local network and to subsidize local service.  The Minister said the

following:

"So competition has been good for all Canadians – but to ensure that
competition continues, and that all Canadians have access – the regulatory
environment has to be right. . . .  The appellants (ATTC and others) are
concerned about the status of competition in our telecommunications
market. I take these concerns seriously . . . It is important to ensure that
arrangements for new entrants to access the local networks are not a
barrier to entry . . . I want to make one thing very clear: a return to

                                                
1 This Petition is made pursuant to section 12 of the Telecommunications Act, S.C. 1993, c. 38, which provides

that the Governor in Council may, on petition or of its own motion, vary or rescind a decision of the CRTC or
refer it back to the Commission for reconsideration of all or a portion of it.
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monopolies is not an option . . . Timing and speedy decisions do matter.  I
understand the CRTC will be reviewing the current Price Cap regime in a
proceeding to be initiated in mid-July (2000). . . I expect that the CRTC
will consider very carefully every opportunity to foster competition
through its regulatory decisions, keeping an eye on the future of
competitive telecommunications in Canada."2

4. Nearly two years later, on 30 May 2002 the CRTC finally issued its long awaited Price

Cap decision.  Despite the best efforts of the Petitioner and the advice of the Minister and

the Cabinet, the Price Cap decision was not timely, did not take the concerns of the

competitors seriously, left undisturbed the significant barriers to entry faced by

competitors in accessing the incumbent network, and made far more likely a return to a

monopoly in telecommunications in Canada.

5. Further, and in a startling departure from the clear wording of the Telecommunications

Act and the advice of the Minister and Cabinet, the CRTC in the Decision determined that

it would no longer even pursue the objective of fostering competition.  Instead, the CRTC

unilaterally determined that its new objective would be the fostering of facilities-based

competition.

6. In so finding, the CRTC dismissed out of hand, the fundamental problem described by

the two significant national competitors: that despite investing billions of dollars in new

facilities, competitors cannot possibly overbuild and duplicate the incumbent network.

Competitors are and will remain unavoidably reliant upon utilization of and access to the

existing former monopoly controlled network in order to provide choice to Canadians.

The prices charged by the former monopolies for that access are far above cost and are

strangling competitors and hence, competition.  Last year competitors paid roughly

$750M for this access to the former monopolies who thereby recorded $750M in

additional revenue while still controlling over 95% of the applicable market.

7. This cost imbalance is a virtual guarantee that competitors will not be able to take market

share from the former monopolies without incurring staggering losses which are not

sustainable.

                                                
2 Speech by the Honorable John Manley, Minister of Industry, 28 June 2000 � Canarie/Net2000.
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8. Unbelievably and despite clear and un-contradicted evidence to the contrary, the CRTC

took as its starting point that: "Based on current trends, the Commission believes it is

likely that competition in the business market will continue to increase over the next few

years. The Commission also considers that, in the business market segment, the

(incumbents') market power is reasonably limited in areas where competitors have

facilities or are otherwise present through the resale of (incumbent) services…".3

9. Further, despite the efforts of Call-Net Enterprises Inc. (Call-Net) as the only significant

competitor to offer choice in the local residential market, the CRTC refused to

significantly reduce costs of accessing the incumbent network, insisted on facilities-based

competition, yet with what will surely be a self fulfilling prophesy, found that "investment

to construct new facilities to serve residential customers will be limited during the next

price cap period…".4

10. The trend that is glaringly obvious is that telecommunications in Canada is very close to

being re-monopolized.  The incumbents own market share figures in both of the local

residential and business markets bear out the fact that virtually 100% of the local

residential and over 90% of the local business market remain in the hands of the former

monopolies.

                                                
3 Decision 2002-34, paragraph 57.
4 Decision 2002-34, paragraph 61.
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11. This trend was clear prior to the CRTC's decision.  Evidence before the Commission

disclosed that in the 18 months prior to the record closing in the proceeding,

11 competitive providers had failed while only a handful of any significance remained.

Further, no competitive provider had made a profit under the existing price cap regime

while all of the former monopolies had posted better results than they ever had as

regulated monopolies.

Former Monopolies vs. Entrants - Net Income/Losses to Common,

1997 to 2001

12. The trend in response to the Decision is even clearer and completely inconsistent with the

CRTC's view of the competitive landscape: the share price of the only competitor
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months following the decision, dropped by 85% and that company has in fact, sought

court protection under the Companies Creditors Arrangement Act.

13. The trend with respect to the former monopolies since the Decision is even more telling.

BCE in its second quarter reporting in July boasted that it is now the most successful

incumbent in North America.  In explaining that performance BCE's new CEO was bold

enough to acknowledge "a better, more durable regulatory environment that exists here,

which I think is also an element of that differentiated performance".  Bell Canada's

President went even further in describing the trend when he commented on Bell Canada's

growing market share versus the market share of the competition:  "When you look at the

health of the CLECs and the health of the DLECs, there's not much out there at all if you

want to be trite about it.  There's major challenges within that sector of the competition".

This is the same Bell Canada that before the Decision was already the fourth most

profitable company in the country, behind three banks.

14. To put this 'differentiated performance' in perspective, post the Decision BCE reported

second quarter earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA)

of just under $2 Billion, up nearly 7%.  The only competitor with positive EBITDA in the

second quarter was AT&T Canada at $50 Million.  And during that quarter

AT&T Canada paid more than $100M to access the incumbents' network to try and take

some of their over 95% market share.  BCE's CEO is exactly right when he attributes

their performance to the regulatory framework.

15. The trend with respect to the other significant former monopoly, TELUS, is almost as

conclusive.  Insofar as TELUS is an incumbent, its rate of return remains enviable.

Insofar as it is a competitor trying to grow into Bell Canada's eastern Canada domain

through the purchase of Clearnet and the construction of new facilities it faces the same

challenges as the other competitors and so, had its debt downgraded to junk status by the

credit rating community.  The current trend could quite conceivably yield a

remonopolization scenario remarkably similar to that which occurred in the airline

industry in Canada.
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16. The simple and unassailable fact is that the business plan of any competitor, regardless of

the investment of billions of dollars in Canada in pursuit of the policy goals of the

Government of Canada, must still rely upon the network infrastructure of the former

monopolies, built out as they were, in a monopoly, guaranteed rate of return environment

over the better part of a century.

17. The costs incurred by competitors to access the incumbent network are as Minister

Manley put it "a barrier to entry".  In fact, the costs to access network facilities and

services are such a significant barrier that they represent for AT&T Canada, 55% of its

direct costs.  Thus, AT&T Canada must pay 55% of its direct costs or over $400M

annually, to the former monopolies it is trying to compete against.  A cost the incumbent

does not incur and in fact, a source of revenue and margin for the incumbent who in this

tilted regulatory landscape, therefore, rarely loses a customer.

18. The CRTC properly stated that the proposals of AT&T Canada and Call-Net were

intended to "neutralise the cost advantage the (incumbents) enjoy as a result of their

incumbency and ubiquitous network infrastructure"5.  In an almost absurd finding

however, the CRTC found that "neither the AT&T Canada nor the Call-Net proposal

would foster facilities-based competition.  On the contrary, each proposal would

introduce disincentives for the construction of facilities.6"  The CRTC found that giving

truly cost-based access to all network services that competitors require rather than the

current small suite of services, would mean that new entrants would be less likely to

invest in building their own facilities.

19. As market analysts have noted in reporting on the Decision, this finding "blithely

ignores"7 the fact that there will be no further capital available to any competitors to

construct facilities under the existing incumbent skewed framework.  The Decision

demonstrates a startling misunderstanding of capital availability for the construction of

new facilities and of the basic equation that while investing in new facilities, competitors

                                                
5 Decision 2002-34, paragraph 121.
6 Decision 2002-34, paragraph 161.
7 Yorkton Securities, "Impact of CRTC Price caps Decision", 31 May 2002.
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must be able to resell off of the incumbent network in order to gain a critical mass of

customers to justify a business case for further investment.

20. Further, the Decision belittles the contribution and significant investment of competitors

such as Primus and Distributel that have focussed principally on a resale strategy in

offering competitive choice to Canadians.

21. As the Decision stands, billions of dollars that have been invested in Canada by

competitors and their foreign and domestic investors are put in peril, as is Canada's

reputation as an open and transparent investment destination.  The Decision is in direct

conflict with the government's broader goal of increasing foreign direct investment in

Canada and threatens to strand investment in Canada made in good faith under a

legislated policy objective of fostering competition . . . not one brand of competition

(facilities-based) that as defined is clearly misguided.

22. The Decision threatens business consumers who have directly benefited from competition

and offers no hope to residential consumers that they will experience the benefits of local

competition until some future ill defined technological breakthrough is achieved.

23. Canadians clearly believe that the government's policy of competition in

telecommunications is the right policy and agree with the former Minister of Industry that

a return to monopolies would not be in the public interest.  In a recent national survey,

66% of Canadians believed that Canada benefits a lot from competition in the

telecommunications sector while only 12% did not.  Over 70% believe meanwhile, that

consumers lose when a company is allowed a monopoly.
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*Note: Above diagram derived from EKOS Research Associates Inc. final report "Public Attitudes Towards the Telecommunications Sector",

October 2001
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24. Left undisturbed, the Decision will make more likely a replication of the recent airline

experience in telecommunications.  The Government of Canada cannot allow the

purported economic principles of the regulator to trump the clear economic reality of the

marketplace.  The CRTC has refused to heed the directions of the Government of Canada

that the regulatory environment matters and instead has quite explicitly divorced itself

from the consequences of its decisions in the marketplace.

25. In fact, the Decision implicitly writes off the existing competitors in favour of waiting an

indefinite period of time for technology to deliver a silver bullet so that cable or wireless

providers can provide competition at some point in the distant future.  This despite the

direct evidence of those same providers that such technology would not be feasible or

economic to even be introduced for at least the next four years.

26. Cabinet must ensure that Canada does all it can do to sustain liberalisation and

competition in telecommunications.  The choice facing governments globally is clear, as

it was described last month in The Economist:

With the upstart competitors flat on their backs and the local monopolies
once more calling the shots…It is tempting to conclude that the natural-
monopoly economics of telecoms have simply reasserted themselves – and
that liberalisation was a big mistake.  Tempting, but wrong.
Liberalisation has provided unquestioned benefits for customers….The
danger is that the traumatic scale of the telecoms crisis will cause the
pendulum to swing back too far in favour of the former monopolies….But
it would be wrong to grant the former monopolies any regulatory
concessions now that would protect them from competitors in future….The
one thing that keeps would-be monopolists on their toes is viable
competitors…governments must ensure that the regulatory door has been
left open to let them in.8

27. Tellingly, the CRTC has clearly decided to square off with those existing competitors that

have invested billions of dollars in offering a competitive alternative to Canadians and

Canadian business in the manner in which the Regulator has 'sold' its decision.  The

                                                
8 The Economist, "The Great Telecom Crash" 20 July 2002.
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Regulator has specifically and repeatedly exaggerated the 'benefit' of the decision to

competitors.  Further it has refused to understand that the numerous recent examples of

the CRTC upholding competitor claims and finding specific incumbent network costs to

be overstated by between 40%-70% are individual examples of a much more widespread

problem.  It should not be necessary to state that competitors that are in a day to day fight

for survival cannot afford to subsidize the most profitable incumbent on the continent by

being forced to pay 40%-70% more than the actual costs of providing network facilities

and services.

28. In fact, on average the percentage reduction in incumbent pricing of network elements to

competitors, resulting from the CRTC investigating competitor complaints is

roughly 60%.

29. In fact, despite the clear and uncontradicted evidence of incumbent pricing being far

above cost, the Regulator has insisted on misrepresenting the Competitor proposal for

competitively neutral, cost-based pricing, as somehow calling for subsidies.  The opposite

is clearly the case: struggling competitors are being forced to subsidize the record returns

of the former monopolies.

30. Since the Decision, the pervasiveness of the real and unsustainable subsidization of the

incumbents by the competitors has been underlined again.  Cost studies filed by

Bell Canada demonstrate that for one of the few network services which the CRTC

agreed in the Decision to grant cost-based access to, competitors are currently paying

70% more than cost.  Yet the Regulator insists on a piecemeal approach instead of

ordering cost-based access to all network facilities and services for all competitors.

31. This Petition is accompanied by the following documents:-

(a) Submissions, which provide a more detailed analysis of the Decision and how it
fails to promote the public interest.

(b) Appendix A: A Study by Lemay Yates, "Implication of Facilities-Based
Competition in Telecom".
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(c) Appendix B: Competitor Subsidization of the Former Monopolies.

32. Cabinet must act to direct the CRTC to immediately give competitors cost-based access

to all network services they require to offer competitive choice to Canadians and must

direct the CRTC in its announced proceedings to review its costing methodology to have

regard to the economic reality of the marketplace.

33. In so acting, Cabinet will be supporting competitive choice for Canadians with all of the

investment and innovation that will inspire and will put Canada at the forefront of

regulatory efforts globally to ensure that competition is sustainable in

telecommunications and that the world of the comfortable monopoly is not re-visited.

34. Specifically, we Petition Cabinet to direct the CRTC:

Ο To take as its objective the fostering of competition in telecommunications in
Canada rather than merely the fostering of "facilities-based" competition;

Ο To ensure that over the next price cap period, Competitors have competitively
neutral access to network facilities and services from the incumbents and to that
end;

• To immediately include all network facilities and services purchased by
Competitors in the so-called "Competitor Services Basket";

• For those network facilities and services that have heretofore not been
included in the Competitor Service Basket, to, on an interim basis, apply a
50% reduction to the existing tariffed rate for the services when purchased
or utilized by a competitor, effective 01 June 2002;

• Either by broadening Public Notice 2002-4 or by forthwith commencing a
new proceeding, determine the appropriate transparent and auditable
costing methodology to apply to the Competitor Services Basket on a
permanent basis;

• In reviewing the costing methodology, to ensure so far as is possible that
the incumbents cost of supplying themselves with network facilities and
services is recovered from competitors utilizing the network, but not more;
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• In reviewing the costing methodology to be employed, to ensure that the
methodology reconciles as far as is possible, with the business operations
and financial statements of the incumbents.  Specifically, to consider the
appropriateness of a service-specific costing methodology; and

• To conclude its Review and issue a Decision with respect to costing by the
end of June 2003.

All of which is respectfully submitted on behalf of the Petitioner this 27th day of August 2002.


